
BODES OF HADES – POWERS OF HELL 

Part, the Eleventh 

9 September 2012 - 22 Elul 5772 

 

 TARGET:  All HAARP Global Installations; 

 TARGET:  OWG Organizations and Personnel; 

 TARGET:  Democratic and Republican Parties. 

 

 First, let me remind you again:  until the Days of Shiloh you are going to be required to be – 

and deliver – as a TEAM.  Anyone off on their own idiocies is NOT a member of a dependable TEAM 

and their destruction will be upon their own head. 

 Akurians, you will need immediate access to your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE.  Either access 

yours now, or make a new one to access while I continue with this Instructional.  CHARGE your FULL 

BODY SUPER SENSE with WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT and AKASHA, AIR, FIRE, WATER and 

EARTH from your own energies. 

 Your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE should be fully functional and adapted to The Great 

Awakening.  Where we are going and what we are going to do, there isn't any room for, or 

tolerance of, ignorance or self-agenda stupidities.  Do exactly what I instruct.  Nothing else.  No 

adding to, no subtracting from.  If I don't instruct it, don't do it.  Simple as that. 

 

 Akurians, use your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE and do a FULL BODY DISCERNMENT of 

yourself – physical body first, then Spiritual Body – and that includes using your FULL BODY SUPER 

SENSE to DISCERN your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE!  If you have practiced and practiced properly 

DISCERNING your own FULL BODY SUPER SENSE should not be a problem.  Nevertheless, do 

your best, you're going to need the familiarity of yourself. 

 Your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE can only communicate with or through your BRAIN-

SPINAL CORD as that is where your consciousness is located.  Your Soul fills your entire physical 

body and actually extends outward several inches, but unless you deliberately expand it – such as putting 

your personal peace within a house, sympathy upon a gathering such as a funeral, blessing upon a 

wedding, graduation, new born, et cetera – it seldom reaches more than two feet, twenty-four inches.  

Spiritual Energies are not the Soul, so don't confuse them.  It is Spiritual Energies we expend when we 

attempt to heal, or destroy, another be it an individual, group, organization, installation or situation.  A 

BODY OF LIGHT is a Spiritual Energy. 

 Akurians, make a disc of WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT above your head to move down through 

the nerve system of your BRAIN-SPINAL CORD and CHARGE IT with AKASHA, AIR, FIRE, 

WATER and EARTH of your own energies; move it down your system inside your skull, neck and 

backbone to your tail bone.   

 Your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE should be fully operational. 

 

 Tonight's Instructional is going to include learning how to use the Depths of Hell.  We're going to 

START our practices of using both the Planes of Heaven and Depths of Hell as not only places to view, 

but ENERGIES to be used! 

 Anyone who hasn't practiced or rehearsed properly is going to have failure problems.  I cannot and 

will not do your practices or rehearsals for you.  It is YOUR energies and capabilities I'm trying to teach 

you to expand and perfect:  and THAT means success or failure is up to you.  I have DISCERNED those 

of you who are having legitimate problems, and I will keep you safe from all harm as long as you do 

exactly as instructed. 

 Quoting from "The ANOINTED, The ELECT, and The DAMNED!" Paragraphs 7378 and 7379: 

 



7378 The first Depth of Hell below the Earth is the Deros (DEE-ROS) and is where the 

consciousness descends at death when influenced by drugs, narcotics, or a soap-opera suicide.  

Those who give their lives in the attempt to save others' lives, or in defense of God's Holy Laws, go 

up to Hasannah! 

7379 From this Level of Hell come most of the Oui-Ja board communications, but certainly not all 

of them!  The material of both the Etheric Plane and the Deros Depth can be seen easily from the 

Earth or Physical Plane and are usually the manifestations experienced by those people who return 

from 'clinical' deaths poo-pooed as near death experiences by the medical community. 
 

 Not mentioned in the above specific paragraphs is the fact both the Etheric Plane and Deros Depth 

overlap each other about eighty percent.  In the middle of the Heaven/Hell existence is the entire Earth 

Plane – all of physical Creation as we know it. 

 

 As a head's up, this Instructional is going to select specific targets, some we've hit before; make 

ENERGIZED BODIES OF FIRE as we've done before; and turn those ENERGIZED BODIES OF 

FIRE into ENERGIZED BODIES OF LIGHT as we've done before:  and then turn those ENERGIZED 

BODIES OF LIGHT into an entirely different IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DEROS!  Then we're going 

to take that IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DEROS into the Depths of Hell and turn it into a raging spiritual 

monster from which there is neither escape for the targeted and nor rescue for the Damned. 

 CAUTION:  do NOT attempt to play any silly games or personal nonsense with even this 

light-weight GOLEMI until you have been through, practiced and fully rehearsed, this process 

though all the Depths of Hell.  Each Depth of Hell used in these practices is somewhat different and 

requires a direct and clarified process. 

 This Instructional is NOT for the squeamish nor the unprepared.  What we are about to do is 

extremely dangerous and each subsequent venture will be proportionately moreso.  If you get in over your 

capabilities, simply STOP and return to your physical body, and once there just listen to the remainder as 

a lecture of learning. 

 

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 

 

HAARP STRIKE 
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 Akurians, be aware, all this falderal about 'climate change' is the end result of HAARP and its 

OWG manipulators.  DISCERN it yourself and the whole scam becomes clear:  we may very well be 

40,000 years over the average due date for the Super Volcano that IS Yellowstone National Park that 

blows about every 600,000 years … but Polar Ice melts, earthquake strings and Earth-Axis Shifts are 

another matter.  Somebody is jackassing, and we're going to give those 'somebodys' a bit more to chew on 

than they expect with no place to hide from it!  We'll teach the bastards to NOT jackass our planet nor our 

weather. 

 To give some of you an idea of just how corrupt OWG people can be, put this one in your think-it-

over-a-few-times box.  We've heard and re-heard all the terrible news about Greece going bankrupt and 

perhaps taking down Europe and the Euro money with it.  Nothing new there, it's been in and out of the 

news for several months.  The TRUTH is there isn't any greater financial problem in Greece – especially 

with the Euro – than there is the rest of socialist Europe.  Then why Greece? 

 Because Greece is home to Santorini, a huge volcano on the Island of Thera about 120 miles from 

the mainland in the virtual middle of the Aegean Sea, in the northern section of the Mediterranean.  It's 

peak is rising in the center of the caldera; which itself is about seven and a half miles long by a little over 

four miles wide and 1,300 feet deep; and the peak is sticking up out of it about 330 feet.  The whole island 

is what remains of the HUGE Minoan eruption about 3,600 years ago.  And, it's not got more magma 



filling up the chamber – and faster – than at any time in recorded history.  Put that together a bit.  Greece 

isn't going broke any more than the rest of socialist Europe … the OWG money-grabbers are stealing 

every Drachma they can lay their hands on, and getting as far away as possible before Santorini blows via 

a HAARP instigation! 

 A Santorini eruption would be one hell of a diversion from the rest of the world's OWG-Created 

problems and lower a lot of the Mediterranean shore-line population in the process:  Greece and all 

Aegean Islands, Israel, Lebanon, Syria, Western Turkey; and in North Africa:  Egypt, Libya and Tunisia 

immediately, and the rest of the coastline of Italy, France, Spain, Algeria, Northern Morocco and all the 

Islands.  What the tidal waves wouldn't get, the earth-shock of the eruption would.  Santorini is NOT 

going to burp and those in-the-know are fully aware, or the great money-grab wouldn't be resorting to 

such desperate and time-panic measures.  I have discerned that Santorini is hot and heating, but I haven't 

been able to get a hard time-line as to when she will erupt. 

 Now that we know at least ONE more point about the OWG bastards, let's get on with our own 

fireworks. 

 

 Locate and DISCERN your assigned HAARP Installations.  Note they are not the same, the 

rotation eventually giving each of you the chance to DISCERN all the Installations and to continue the 

destructions inflicted by the previous Akurian. 

 

 HAARP Assignments: 

 Command Marshal Budagher = HAARP United Kingdom 

 Command Marshal Shams-Avari = HAARP Area 51 – Nevada 

 Supreme General Schipul = HAARP Long Island – New York 

 Staff General Clark = HAARP Puerto Rico 

 Brigadier Meinke = HAARP Gakona – Alaska 

 Brigadier Malone = HAARP Peru 

 Brigadier Siler = HAARP Brazil 

 Colonel Davis = HAARP Australia 

 Colonel Riggs  = Eiscat HAARP Norway 

 Major Martin = HAARP Japan 

 Major Kilpatrick = HAARP India 

 Weldon Brinson = HAARP Russia 

 Doreen McCaul = Australia Defense Radar 

 

 I will take = HAARP China 

 

 Take cognizance of your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE … Remember, NEVER send this FULL 

BODY SUPER SENSE out of your body! 

 Now, using your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE clear everything but INCOMING energies … 

specific to your assigned HAARP installation … whatever is there, let the energies tell you.  We intend to 

deliver Hell-Itself into every operation of whatsoever nature in each and every HAARP installation 

regardless of where it's located and upon it's every level of command in the HAARP organizations. 

 Note via your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE the extended reaches of the HAARP installation 

chambers.  How far do they go; which are the main corridors … to main intersections … to other 

installations.  Who/What are the authorities in charge … their location … staff, management, facilities … 

let the energies tell you.  Use your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE to DISCERN it in as much detail as 

you can accomplish. 

 You have one minute to complete the process. 

 Now that you have data about the place … this is your intended target. 

 



 Akurians, prepare to make a new and fully ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE. 

 

 Akurians, on my command: 

 Keep your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE inside your body; and make a new BODY OF LIGHT 

to expend in this attack invocation as an ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE: 

 AKURIANS – CLEAN YOUR HANDS: 

 AKURIANS – CLEAN YOUR FEET: 

 Visualize a SQUARE of WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT on the bottom of your big toes – both 

of them at the same time. 
 AKURIANS – CLEAN YOUR FACE and ENERGIZE YOUR HEAD: 

 Deep breath in – hold for a count of five – exhale and breathe back in, NEVER leaving the 

lungs empty. 
 Make another disc of WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT just above your head; and out of your own 

energies CHARGE IT with AKASHA, AIR, FIRE, WATER and EARTH; move it DOWN through your 

body, head to feet, let it attach and disburse itself as it will. 

 Project your ENERGIZED BODY OF LIGHT into the center of the Sun!  Expand your 

ENERGIZED BODY OF LIGHT in all directions to be 800,000 miles in diameter.  Attach all 

Destructive Powers, Energies and Forces of the Sun and Black Fire you can muster to your 

ENERGIZED BODY OF LIGHT and turn it into an ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE.  Take all the 

available ELEMENTS present in the Sun, AKASHA, AIR, FIRE, WATER and EARTH and BIND 

them to this ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE to make the most powerful Sun Link possible. 
 

 Akurians, stand your CHARGED and ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE out from you at any close 

distance.  This is the ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE we're going to use in an overt act of WAR! 

 You should have a fully CHARGED FULL BODY SUPER SENSE and a fully CHARGED and 

ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE. 
 

 Akurians, on my command: 

 Akurians, take full cognizance of your ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE.  It should be standing 

nearby – in the overlapping Realms of both the Etheric Plane of Heaven and Deros Depth of Hell.  Fill 

and charge this ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE with all the Powers, Forces and Energies of Deros and 

BIND them to this ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE and make it into an IMMORTAL GOLEM OF 

DEROS with no other capabilities than movement, Death, Destruction, Damnation and Perpetual Contact 

of Deros immediately upon targeted presence.  You've all heard of (fill-in-the-blank) from Hell, this IS 

one and only you can control it or remove it.  NEVER attempt to change or reprogram a GOLEM once 

you have installed it, it's easier to dispose and make new.  And note:  this IMMORTAL GOLEM OF 

DEROS was not made in the Sun!  It was made in free space using your Knowledge and Authority in the 

very Depth of Deros! 

 

 Akurians, on my command: 

 Fly your IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DEROS to your assigned HAARP installation and 

inform it of all the SUBTERRANEAN tunnels and chambers you just DISCERNED, and release it 

to be an avenging monster killing and destroying everything there.  You have DISCERNED its 

TARGET BASE and this IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DEROS has no other purpose or capability 

than infinite and perpetual slaughter and continuous destruction, minute by minute, hour by hour, 

day in and day out, from now until Shiloh.  Hell-Itself has arrived at HAARP!  Ensure the Sun Link 

is firmly attached to the IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DEROS that it can never tire nor be 

overwhelmed. 

 



 Akurians, bind the Forces you have commanded to remain forever.  Release yourself from the 

IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DEROS and all its attached energies and prepare to recharge yourself. 

 It may take some of you a few minutes. 

 Recharge your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE. 

   Let me know when you are finished. 

 

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 

  

OWG & MANIPULATORS STRIKE 
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 Akurians, prepare to make a new and fully ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE. 

 

 Akurians, on my command: 

 Keep your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE inside your body; and make a new BODY OF LIGHT 

to expend in this attack invocation as an ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE: 

 AKURIANS – CLEAN YOUR HANDS: 

 AKURIANS – CLEAN YOUR FEET: 

 Visualize a SQUARE of WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT on the bottom of your big toes – both 

of them at the same time. 
 AKURIANS – CLEAN YOUR FACE and ENERGIZE YOUR HEAD: 

 Deep breath in – hold for a count of five – exhale and breathe back in, NEVER leaving the 

lungs empty. 
 Make another disc of WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT just above your head; and out of your own 

energies CHARGE IT with AKASHA, AIR, FIRE, WATER and EARTH; move it DOWN through your 

body, head to feet, let it attach and disburse itself as it will. 

 Project your ENERGIZED BODY OF LIGHT into the center of the Sun!  Expand your 

ENERGIZED BODY OF LIGHT in all directions to be 800,000 miles in diameter.  Attach all 

Destructive Powers, Energies and Forces of the Sun and Black Fire you can muster to your 

ENERGIZED BODY OF LIGHT and turn it into an ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE.  Take all the 

available ELEMENTS present in the Sun, AKASHA, AIR, FIRE, WATER and EARTH and BIND 

them to this ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE to make the most powerful Sun Link possible. 
 

 Akurians, stand your CHARGED and ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE out from you at any close 

distance.  This is the ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE we're going to use in an overt act of WAR! 

 You should have a fully CHARGED FULL BODY SUPER SENSE and a fully CHARGED and 

ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE. 
 

 Akurians, on my command: 

 Akurians, take full cognizance of your ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE.  It should be standing 

nearby – in the overlapping Realms of both the Etheric Plane of Heaven and Deros Depth of Hell.  Fill 

and charge this ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE with all the Powers, Forces and Energies of Deros and 

BIND them to this ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE and make it into an IMMORTAL GOLEM OF 

DEROS with the capability of leaving a part of itself immersed, complete with Sun Link, in each and 

every target, each part having no other capabilities than movement, Death, Destruction, Damnation and 

Perpetual Contact of Deros immediately upon targeted presence.  This IMMORTAL GOLEM OF 

DEROS is the worst kind, as each and every particle must be gathered to be destroyed at the same time or 

the whole of it will continue to exist!  The WHO and WHAT we are going to target deserve no less; and 

this IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DEROS will continue to accomplish all its horrors for howsoever long 

the abominations it is targeted against exist. 



 

 Take cognizance of your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE … clear everything but INCOMING 

energies … specific to all political manipulators and organizations.  Read the entire Nation's political 

manipulators and their organizations:  Masonic, Knights Of Columbus and Temple Israel Lodges, 

Illuminati, Skull and Bones and all Secret Societies of the One World Government.  Do not project, just 

read the energies … let the energies tell you … those behind the scenes that actually denigrate, pollute, 

contaminate and create all the social and economic disasters of this Nation … those who create and 

control the world's economies, wars, drought, crop failures, plagues, pestilence and their own places of 

safety … note specifically their many other organizations, like an invisible pyramid with only a few 

bricks showing here and there.  For the moment do not concentrate on the main political parties – we'll get 

them all as we progress through their energies and sources of supply – just note the energies they transmit.  

We are going to TARGET via those energies. 

 

 You have one minute to complete the process. 

 

 Now, fly your IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DEROS to find and attach itself, to infest, infect, 

and contaminate all those individuals and the energies of those organizations:  Masonic, Knights Of 

Columbus and Temple Israel Lodges, Illuminati, Skull and Bones and all Secret Societies of the One 

World Government you just DISCERNED, and release it to be an avenging monster killing, 

destroying and disrupting everything.  You have DISCERNED its TARGET BASE and empowered 

it and this IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DEROS has no other purpose or capability than infinite and 

perpetual slaughter and continuous destruction, minute by minute, hour by hour, day in and day 

out, from now until Shiloh. 

 Hell-Itself has arrived at ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT! 

 

 Akurians, bind the Forces you have commanded to remain forever.  Release yourself from the 

IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DEROS and all its attached energies and prepare to recharge yourself. 

 It may take some of you a few minutes. 

 Recharge your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE. 

   Let me know when you are finished. 

 

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 

  

DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN PARTIES STRIKE 
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 Akurians, prepare to make a new and fully ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE. 

 

 Akurians, on my command: 

 Keep your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE inside your body; and make a new BODY OF LIGHT 

to expend in this attack invocation as an ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE: 

 AKURIANS – CLEAN YOUR HANDS: 

 AKURIANS – CLEAN YOUR FEET: 

 Visualize a SQUARE of WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT on the bottom of your big toes – both 

of them at the same time. 
 AKURIANS – CLEAN YOUR FACE and ENERGIZE YOUR HEAD: 

 Deep breath in – hold for a count of five – exhale and breathe back in, NEVER leaving the 

lungs empty. 



 Make another disc of WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT just above your head; and out of your own 

energies CHARGE IT with AKASHA, AIR, FIRE, WATER and EARTH; move it DOWN through your 

body, head to feet, let it attach and disburse itself as it will. 

 Project your ENERGIZED BODY OF LIGHT into the center of the Sun!  Expand your 

ENERGIZED BODY OF LIGHT in all directions to be 800,000 miles in diameter.  Attach all 

Destructive Powers, Energies and Forces of the Sun and Black Fire you can muster to your 

ENERGIZED BODY OF LIGHT and turn it into an ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE.  Take all the 

available ELEMENTS present in the Sun, AKASHA, AIR, FIRE, WATER and EARTH and BIND 

them to this ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE to make the most powerful Sun Link possible. 
 

 Akurians, stand your CHARGED and ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE out from you at any close 

distance.  This is the ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE we're going to use in an overt act of WAR! 

 You should have a fully CHARGED FULL BODY SUPER SENSE and a fully CHARGED and 

ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE. 
 

 Akurians, on my command: 

 Akurians, take full cognizance of your ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE.  It should be standing 

nearby – in the overlapping Realms of both the Etheric Plane of Heaven and Deros Depth of Hell.  Fill 

and charge this ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE with all the Powers, Forces and Energies of Deros and 

BIND them to this ENERGIZED BODY OF FIRE and make it into an IMMORTAL GOLEM OF 

DEROS with the capability of leaving as many parts of itself immersed as necessary, complete with Sun 

Link, in each and every target, each part having no other capabilities than movement, Death, Destruction, 

Damnation and Perpetual Contact of Deros immediately upon targeted presence that they be as criminal 

as required to be brought to Justice in the Open Courts of this Nation. 

 

 Take cognizance of your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE … clear everything but INCOMING 

energies … specific to all political manipulators and organizations, specifically:  the Democratic National 

Committee, Republican National Committee, Communist Party USA, Barack Hussein Obama and 

Willard Mitt Romney and any and all of their supporters, advisors and financiers.  Do not project, just 

read the energies … let the energies tell you … those behind the scenes that actually dictate the terms 

whether from within, the media, public or clandestine threat, harm, blackmail or murder –  just note the 

energies they transmit specific to the major political parties; judicial systems of investigation, criminal 

charges, arrest, prosecution, public trial and conviction, candidates and media.  Again, we are going to 

TARGET via those energies. 

 

 You have one minute to complete the process. 

 

 Now, fly your IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DEROS to find and attach itself, to infest, infect, 

and contaminate all those individuals and the energies of those organizations you just 

DISCERNED, the Democratic National Committee, Republican National Committee, Communist 

Party USA, Barack Hussein Obama, Willard Mitt Romney and any and all of their supporters, 

advisors and financiers; and release it to be an avenging monster killing, destroying and disrupting 

everything.  You have DISCERNED its TARGET BASE and empowered it and this IMMORTAL 

GOLEM OF DEROS has no other purpose or capability than open and defiant crime, investigation, 

criminal charge, arrest, prosecution, public trial and conviction, infinite and perpetual slaughter 

and continuous destruction, minute by minute, hour by hour, day in and day out, from now until 

Shiloh. 

 Hell-Itself has arrived upon the Democratic National Committee, Republican National 

Committee, Communist Party USA, Barack Hussein Obama and Willard Mitt Romney! 

 



 Akurians, bind the Forces you have commanded to remain forever.  Release yourself from the 

IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DEROS and all its attached energies and prepare to recharge yourself. 

 It may take some of you a few minutes. 

 Recharge your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE. 

   Let me know when you are finished. 

 

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 

  

Moon Base Anu Strike ONE – 26 February 2012 

Moon Base Anu Strike TWO – 01 April 2012 

Moon Base Anu Strike THREE – 01 April 2012 

Moon Base Anu Strike FOUR – 02 April 2012 

Moon Base Anu Strike FIVE – 04 April 2012 

Moon Base Anu Strike SIX – 22 April 2012 

Moon Base Anu Strike SEVEN – 04 May 2012 

Moon Base Anu Strike EIGHT – 10 June 2012 

Earth Bases Strike ONE – 10 June 2012 

Moon Base Anu Strike NINE – 24 June 2012 

Earth Bases Strike TWO – 24 June 2012 

HAARP Installations Strike ONE - 18 July 2012 

HAARP Installations Strike TWO – 12 August 2012 

Earth Bases Strike THREE – 19 August 2012 

HAARP Gakona, Alaska Strike THREE – 23 August 2012 

Moon Base Anu Strike TEN 25 August 2012 

Moon Base Anu Strike ELEVEN 02 September 2012 

HAARP Installations Strike THREE – 09 September 2012 

 


